SECOND
SHOT

NO AND LOW
ALCOHOL’S
NEXT BIG WAVE

In the beginning there was Shloer. Ironically named
after the one thing it wouldn’t make you do, the thin line
separating this luminous pink fizz and Vimto was its
premise and promise as ‘the grown-up soft drink’.

Undoubtedly novel in the early oughts upon reflection
it was ahead of its time. Now with a plethora of brands,
new and old alike, competing to win the space-race of
no and low alcohol alternatives, the category has begun
its second wave.
The first wave of no-low sat on the fringes of drinking,
quietly ordered at the bar, or left half-finished when the
experience didn’t quite live up to the one we knew and
loved. Near-beers and new-fangled spirit alternatives,
whilst promising, had taste and trust issues.
Why is it so expensive if there’s no alcohol?
Why is the 0% written so large?
Why does it taste like a carbonated sock?
Yet consumers that were once sober-curious became
sober-conscious. A growing health-awareness spanning
the physical and mental alongside changing generational
attitudes, have been compounded by a return to ‘normal
life’, with lower tolerances for alcohol and it’s aftereffects.
And drinks brands, keen to win share, have kept pace.

The no and low alcohol market is
expected to reach a value of

€1.3
billion
by 2025

(Source: Drinks Retail News)

A gargantuan 8.3 million UK households have made
an off-trade purchase in the category in the last year,
and its 19.8% category growth is a drop of what’s to
come with the UK market expected to reach a value of
€1.3 billion by 2025. So, what’s new in this second wave,
and why does it matter?

WE’VE MOVED
AWAY FROM THE
SIMULACRUM
Poor imitations of spirits, beers and wines have been
given their final salut. Iterative recipe improvements and
big-name brands debuting the market have set a new
benchmark in quality. Gordon’s 0.0 saw growth in the
last year of 732.9% to £6.7m, as a case in point.
Working in tandem ground-breaking innovation is
enabling less taste,-destructive ways to remove alcohol
from products and improving the like-for-like taste
discrepancies. ABV Technology sells and rents machines
that removes alcohol from beer to craft breweries,
meaning existing distillation processes don’t have to
change, and the alcohol extracted can be repurposed
for other uses. Accolade Wines (Hardys/Jam Shed)
are privy to new tech that will allow wines to retain
aromas and flavour profiles without needing extra
sugar from alcohols.
As taste standards elevate, so will adoption and
retention, expect to see bigger players enter the
market, and stronger challengers emerge.

(Source: Gordon’s)
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THE COLLECTIVE
IS THIRSTY FOR
A NEW BUZZ

(Source: Kin)

CBD, adaptives, nootropics, and actives; once eyebrow
raising are becoming widely accepted and a preferred
choice for consumers looking for a buzz without the
following burnout. Trip, which specialises in CBD drinks,
launched this year in Sainsbury’s nationwide, whilst Kin
Euphorics, whose ‘mood-defining drinks’ using funghiderived stress-slaying adaptogens, nootropics (cognition
boosting supplements) and functional botanicals, was
co-founded by none other than uber-model Bella Hadid.
Previously health food shop fodder, these beverages
have made the move to mainstream, and there are new
waters to be chartered still.

CONSUMERS ARE
LOOKING FOR A BUZZ
WITHOUT THE BURN OUT
Pioneered in part by Professor David Nutt,
a former government drugs advisor, with 40 years of
neuropsychopharmacology development, describes itself
as the world’s first ‘functional alcohol’. Using botanicals
to activate the brains GABA (gamma-Aminobutyric acid)
transmitters, the beverage claims to produce the feeling
of relaxation and conviviality equivalent to two drinks.
As innovation continues, legal landscapes shift and social
acceptance reaches critical mass, it’s likely we’ll begin
to see the super tankers of alcohol begin to swallow up
inebriation-alternative companies, as well as produce
their own offerings.

(Source: Sentia)

READY TO DRINK,
LIKE AN ADULT
Distinctive and differentiated in its desire not to be a
substitute for alcohol but to stand on its own, Adult
Ready To Drinks quench a social thirst, first. Interesting
flavour combinations and sophisticated, design-led
brands make for drinks that hold their own against a
G&T with friends, whilst their often health-conscious
formulations, both low and no alcohol formulations and
increasing sustainability creds make it unlikely to slip
into child’s birthday party territory (or at the very least
safeguard the drinker from feeling infantilised).
Take Punchy Drink’s ‘First Dip’ – a cucumber, yuzu &
rosemary ‘sparkling conversation’ has curated gravitas
that is miles away from its saccharine predecessors.
Something and Nothing, which retails a 0% seltzer and
a 4% spritz, describe their drinks as “Feelings created
by the sea, a field of like-minded souls, new moons”.
The cues borrowed from creative, philosophical and
natural worlds give the product a cerebral edge that
appeals to a wide-reaching mindset where alcohol both
is and isn’t the central driver.

(Source: Punchy)

This whitespace ripe for population has the benefit
of capturing both social event drinkers and on the go
consumers. Given sales in the category have almost
doubled the UK market’s value in the last five years,
the land grab is already underway.

SALES IN THE CATEGORY
HAVE ALMOST DOUBLED
THE UK MARKET’S VALUE
IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS
Not all are convinced that no-low’s next wave will flood
the market. IWSR head of research Emily Neill says the
sector will remain an “interesting niche” akin to speciality
beers as opposed to going toe to toe with Big Booze.
But if we can learn anything from the meteoric rise of
craft, interesting niches become mainstream drivers.
(If you get the recipe right).
(Source: Something and Nothing)

